
Abstract

This paper consider the following construction problem with various type facilities, i.e., type 1: an

emergency facility, type 2:semi-obnoxious one, type 3: welcome one, type 4: not so far but not so near one

and type 5: supply center of school lunch. There are finite possible construction sites F1, F2, · · · , Fn in a

rectangular area U = {a ≤ x ≤ b, c ≤ y ≤ d} and construction cost cij depends on the construction site

Fj and facility type Ti, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. We use A-distance and except construction cost,

for Ti,weighted maximum distance from the emergency facility to the hospital via accident site D1,j to

be minimized among j = 1, 2, ..., n For Tℓ, ℓ = 2, 3, 4. the minimal satisfaction degree µij with respect to

the membership function about A-distance from the facility site to be maximized among j = 1, 2, . . . , n

and for T5, the latest lunch delivery time t5j of schools among possible construction site Fj should be

minimized. Main problem is as follows.

Each facility Ti, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, is constructed at just one possible site so that total construction cost

and weighted total sum w1M1j1+w2M2j2+· · ·+w5M5j5should be minimized where jk is construction site

of Tk, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.. This problem becomes bi-criteria problem and we seek non-dominated solutions.

Finally we discuss further research problems.

1 Introduction

There are huge amount of papers on facility location problems since Weber published his paper [?] and

Hamacher et. al. [?] tried to classify them by using the similar codes to queuing and scheduling problems.

　We considered many models on emergency facility location problem ([?], [?], [?], [?], [?]) and proposed

an extended model of them. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates our model and

defines non-dominated solutions. Section 3 proposes solution procedures to seek some non-dominated

solutions. Section 4 summarizes results of our paper and discusses further research problems.

2 Problem formulation

We consider the following construction problem with various type facilities, i.e., type 1: an emergency

facility, type 2:semi-obnoxious one (crematory, disposal center etc), type 3: welcome one (city hall), type

4: not so far but not so near one (shopping mall) and type 5: supply center of school lunch. There

are finite possible construction sites F1, F2, · · · , Fn in a rectangular area U = {a ≤ x ≤ b, c ≤ y ≤ d}
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and construction cost cij depends on the construction site Fj and facility type Ti, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, j =

1, 2, . . . , n. We use A-distance and except construction cost for Ti,distance sum from the emergency

facility to the hospital via accident site D1j to be minimized among j = 1, 2, ...., n, For Tℓ, ℓ = 2, 3, 4,

the minimal satisfaction degree µℓjwith respect to the membership function about A-distance from the

facility site Fj to be maximized among j = 1, 2, ..., n,, and for T5, latest lunch delivery time t5j of schools

among possible construction site Fj should be minimized. We denote D1j as M1j , 1 − µℓj , ℓ = 2, 3, , 4

and t5j as M5j . That is, corresponding to each facility type k, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we consider a sub-problem

Pk and calculate Mkj , j = 1, 2, ..., n. First we review how to solve Pk and calculate Mkj , j = 1, 2, ..., n in

the next section. Main problem is as follows.

Each facility Ti, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 is constructed at just one possible site so that total construction cost

and weighted total sum w1M1j1 + w2M2j2 + · · ·+ w5M5j5should be minimized where jk is construction

site of Tk, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. This problem is formulated as the following bi-criteria problem P .

P : minimizeΣn
j=1Σ

5
i=1cijxij , : minimizeΣn

j=1Σ
5
i=1, wiMijxij

subject to Σ5
i=1xij = 1, j = 1, 2, ..., n,Σn

j=1xij = 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

xij = 0 or 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, j = 1, 2, ..., n

3 Solution Procedure

(A distance) ([?])There exists a set of directions A = {α1, α2, · · · , αa} where αi, i = 1, 2, ...., a is

an angle from x axis in an orthogonal coordinate and let 0 ≤ α1 < α2 < · · · < αa < 180o. Hereafter

if no confusion occurs, directions αi, i = 1, 2, ..., a and angles αi, i = 1, 2, ..., a are used as the same

meaning. Directions αj .αj+1 are called neighboring where αa, α1are also called neighboring, that is,

αa+1 is interpreted as α1.Further A line, a half line and a line segment are called A-directional (or A-

oriented) if their directions are ones of αi, i = 1, 2, ..., a. Then A distance between two points(p1, p2) ∈ R2

are defined as follows

dA(p
1, p2) =

{
d2(p

1, p2) if direction p1p2 is A-oriented

min{dA(p1, p3) + dA(p
3, p2)|p3 ∈ R2} Otherwise

(1)

where d2(p
1, p2)is the Euclidian distance between (p1, p2). That is, according to the results in [?], when

αj <an angle of the line connecting demand point i with the facility site (x, y) < αj+1,

di = M1|m2(pi − x) − (qi − y)| +M2|m1(pi − x) − (qi − y)| where m1 = max(tanαj , tanαj+1),m2 =

min(tanαj , tanαj+1),M1 =

√
1+m2

1

m1−m2
,M2 =

√
1+m2

2

m1−m2
. If either αj or αj+1 is 90o, then we interpret M1 =

limm1→∞

√
1+m2

1

m1−m2
= 1,M2|m1(pi−x)−(qi−y)| = limm1→∞

√
1+m2

2

m1−m2
|m1(pi−x)−(qi−y)| =

√
1 +m2

2|pi−
x|.
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Fig.1 A-distance between P 1 and P 2

First we show the facility location of type 1. That is, an emergency facility problem P1 as follows:

There exist m hospitals H1,H2, · · · ,Hm. If an accident occurs, the ambulance cars in the facility site p

rushes to the scene of accident and bring the injured persons to the nearest hospitals as soon as possible.

Demand points (possible accident occurrence points) are distributed uniformly in U in a rectangular

area. Let S(Q) denotes the nearest hospital to the point Q ∈ U . Then the distance sum from p

is R(p,Q) = dA(p,Q) + dA(Q,S(Q)) and R(p) = max{R(p,Q)|Q ∈ U} should be minimized among

p ∈ F1.F2, · · · , Fn. dA(Q,S(Q)) is calculated as below using Voronoi diagram with respect to hospitals

H1,H2, · · · ,Hm.

(Voronoi diagram)

For a set of s points V1, V2, · · · , Vs, Voronoi polygon VA(Vi) on point Vi with respect to A-distance on

X is defined as follows:

VA(Vi) = ∩j ̸=i{Q|dA(Q,Vi) ≤ dA(Q,Vj), Q ∈ X}

The set of all Voronoi polygons for the points in V is a partition of some region on a plane X. Edge

of Voronoi polygon is called Voronoi edge. Then we construct Voronoi diagram V DA(H) with respect

to the set of hospital points H = H1,H2, · · · ,Hm and A-distance on the area X. To construct Voronoi

diagram is done in O(mlogm) computational time ([?]). Figure 2 illustrates Voronoi diagram in this

case. According to the Theorem in [[?]], maximizer among Q with respect to R(p) is one of the following

points (a),(b) in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1.

(a) The intersection points of boundary of U and the Voronoi diagram

(b) Vertices of Voronoi diagram.

Let these points of Theorem 1 be p11, p
1
2, · · · , p1ni

Then we can calculate R(Fj), j = 1, 2, ..., n as follows.
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Fig.2 Voronoi diagram with respect to hospitals H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6

R(Fj) = Max{R(Fj , p
1
k)|k = 1, 2, ...., n1}, j = 1, 2, ..., n

The optimal solution of P1 is a minimizer of min{R(Fj), j = 1, 2, ..., n}. Next for type 2, 3, 4 facility,

we consider A-distance dA(i, p) from demand point p = (x, y) ∈ U to the facility site Fi = (pi, qi) which

is calculated as follows:

From the above results, when α <an angle of the line connecting demand point (x, y) with the

facility site Fi < αi+1, dA(i, p) = M1|m2(pi − x) − (qi − y)| + M2|m1(pi − x) − (qi − y)| where
m1 = max(tanαj , tanαj+1),m2 = min(tanαj , tanαj+1),M1 =

√
1+m2

1

m1−m2
,M2 =

√
1+m2

2

m1−m2
. Therefore A-

distance dA(i, p) from demand points to facility site Fi = min{zi1, zi2, · · · , zia} where zij , j = 1, 2, ..., a is

the optimal value of following problem Zj :

Zj : Minimizez

subject to M1|m2(pi − x)− (qi − y)|+M2|m1(pi − x)− (qi − y)| < z

m2|x− pi| ≤ |y − qi| ≤ m1|x− pi|, (x, y) ∈ U

This is a linear programming problem basically. For T2, we consider the following membership function.

µ2(p) =


0 (dA(i, p) ≤ ai)
dA(i,p)−ai

bi−ai
(ai ≤ dA(i, p) ≤ bi)

1 (dA(i, p) ≥ bi)

(2)

where ai < biand subproblem is to maximize µ2i = min{µ2i(p)|p ∈ U} with respect to Fi, i = 1, 2, ..., n.

Optimal solution is a maximizer of µ2i. For T3, we consider the following membership function.

µ3i(p) =


0 (dA(i, p) ≥ ei)

1− dA(i,p)−ci
ei−ci

(ci ≤ dA(i, p) ≤ ei)

1 (dA(i, p) ≤ ci)

(3)

where ci < ei and subproblem is to maximize µ3i = min{µ3i(p)|p ∈ U} with respect to Fi, i = 1, 2, ..., n.

Optimal solution is a maxmizer of µ3i. For T4, we consider the following membership function.

µ4i(p) =



0 (dA(i, p) ≤ ai)
dA(i,p)−ai

bi−ai
(ai ≤ dA(i, p) ≤ bi)

1 (bi ≤ dA(i, p) ≤ ci)

1− dA(i,p)−ci
ei−ci

(ci ≤ dA(i, p) ≤ ei)

0 (dA(i, p) ≥ ei)

(4)
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where ai < bi < ci < ei and subproblem is to maximize µ4i = min{µ4i(p)|p ∈ U} with respect to Fi, i =

1, 2, ..., n. Optimal solution is a maximizer of µ4i. Finally consider the supply center of school lunch T5

given as follows. There are s schools S1.S2, · · · , Ss in urban area U. We consider the construction site of

new supply center providing lunch for these schools among n possible sites　 F1, F2, · · · , Fn The trader

delivers ingredients to the supply center every morning. After receiving these ingredients,the supply cen-

ter starts to make lunch. Lunch for all schools should be ready on delivery time. The　 delivery cars must

deliver lunch to be in lunch time of each school. For that purpose, we divide schools　 into groups corre-

sponding to r delivery cars. We choose the best site of the center by minimizing the latest delivery time of

lunch among all schools. First we calculate A-distances dA(i, j) from each possible site Fj , i = 1, 2, ..., n

to each school .Sj , j = 1, 2, ..., s. Sorting dA(i, j) for each Fi let the result be dA(i, i(1) ≤ dA(i, i(2)) ≤
· · · dA(i, I(s)). Then for eacf Fi, we divide schools into r trucks as follows.Choose r longest distances and

assign school Si(is−t+1)todeliverycarsTR(t),t=1,2,...,r.Thenletbed̃A(, k) = 2dA(i, i(k)), k = 1, 2, ..., s− r.

Next we divide schools to r group by the following steps.

Step 1:SetBi(t) = dA(i, i(s−t+1))+d̃A(i, t), t = 1, 2, ..., r−1, Bi(r) = dA(i, i(s−r+1))+d̃A(i, i(s−r)), , k =

s− r and G(t) = Si(s−t+1), t = 1, 2, ..., r − 1, G(r) = {Si(s−r+1, Si(s−r)}
Step 2: Let k = k+!. if k = 0,terminates .Otherwise go to Step3.

Step 3: Let B(s) ← min{Bi(u)|u = 1, 2, ..., r} and its minimizer be t(k). Then Bi(t(k)) = Bi(t(k)) +

d̃A(i, i(k)), G(t(k)) = G(t(k)) ∪ Si(k). Return to Step2.

Note that final Bi(u) divided by the standard speed describes the total delivery time using TRu to group

of schools G(u), u = 1, 2,…, r. Though heuristic, the above dividing method tries to make burden even,

that is, minimizing the maximum burden among delivery cars. Let the maximum burden using the above

dividing method for candidate site Fibe BM(i). Here we assume the staring time of making lunch is

and so finishing time preparing lunch is also fixed and so minimizer of BM(i), i = 1, 2, ..., n is an optimal

solution of P5.Here M5i = BM(i)
SP + CT where CT is a starting time to making school lunch and SP

is a standard speed of delivery truck. Based on the above discussion, we have the main problem P.

P : minimizeΣn
j=1Σ

5
i=1cijxij , : minimizeΣn

j=1Σ
5
i=1, wiMijxij

subject to Σ5
i=1xij = 1, j = 1, 2, ..., n,Σn

j=1xij = 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

xij = 0or1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, j = 1, 2, ..., n But this problem has bi-criteria and so we define non-

dominated solution now,

(Non-dominated solution)

For two solutions, F1 = (Fj11
, Fj12

, Fj13
, Fj14

, Fj15
, ), that is,(xij1i

= 1, i = 1, 2, ..., 5, otherxij = 0) and

F2 = (Fj21
, Fj22

, Fj23
, Fj24

, Fj25
, ), that is, (xij2i

= 1, i = 1, 2, ..., 5, otherxij = 0) if

Σn
j=1Σ

5
i=1cijxj1j

≤ Σn
j=1Σ

5
i=1cijxj2j

,Σn
j=1Σ

5
i=1WiMijxj1j

≤ Σn
j=1Σ

5
i=1WiMijxj2j

and at least one inequal-

ity holds strictly inequality, then we call solution F1 dominates F2. If there exists no solution dominates

F, F is called non-dominated solution.

We seek some non-dominated solutions. First non-dominated solution is obtained from the solution

minimizing the total construction cost, that is, optimal solution of the following assignment problem AP:

minimize Σn
j=1Σ

5
i=1cijxij

subject to Σ5
i=1xij = 1, j = 1, 2, ..., n,Σn

j=1xij = 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

xij = 0or1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, j = 1, 2, ..., n
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This problem is a special transportation problem with 5 supply nodes and n demand nodes where

upper supply quantity is 1 and each demand quantity is at most 1. Unit transportation cost is 1. Usually

dummy n-5 supply nodes with big transportation cost to demand nodes and only one possible supply

quantity, Or among O(n5) solutions, we find an optimal solution, that is minimizer of Σn
j=1Σ

5
i=1cijxij

is a non-dominated solution.Similarly an optimal solution of the following another assignment problem

AM.

AM: minimize Σn
j=1Σ

5
i=1, wiMijxij

subject to Σ5
i=1xij = 1, j = 1, 2, ..., n,Σn

j=1xij = 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

xij = 0or1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, j = 1, 2, ..., n

Another one is given as follows:

Let WMij = wiMij , i = 1, 2, ..., 5, j = 1, 2, ..., n and sort them for each i=1,2,...,5. Then results be

set WMi = {WMi(i(1)),WMi(i(2)),WMi(i(3)), · · · ,WMi(i(ni))} where WM(i(i(1) < WM(i(i(2) <

WM(i(i3) < · · · < WM(i(i(ni)), i = 1, 2, ..., 5, n is the number of different ones. We choose cheaper

disjoint five construction sites from the list WMii = 1, 2, ..., 5,and resulting one is a non-dominated solu-

tion. Of course, if there exists the same value WMiℓ(i(k)) = WMiζ (i(τ)), we prefer cheaper construction

cost one.

4 Conclusion

We have a total construction planning model of various type facilities. Of course many other type

facilities should be considered and also the case of given facilities are important to total planning including

some case closing old ones. Further in a financial aspect, some facilities will be establish in a same place

and in turn, in urban area, many barriers exist where inside we cannot pass and so make detours.

Therefore more realistic situation should considered when we total planning. Further scenario analysis

that considers near future situation including enviromental aspects.
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